
An appliance returned because it will not fit or it’s the incorrect fuel type will incur a delivery fee and possibly 
a restocking fee. For questions or concerns about dimensions, please contact your sales associate.

Need help measuring? Our in-home premeasuring service is only $129.99

Measurements that are off even slightly can cost you more money and create hassle. 
We recommend measuring twice before making a purchase.

Planning Guide - Washers & dryers

warnersstellian.com

Measure the depth of the area where your laundry will reside.
NOTE: your laundry likely won’t reach the back wall due to existing 
plumbing & venting.

Right side   __________inches               Left side __________inches

Measure the height of the space from the floor to the cabinet 
above if applicable. Measure both the left and right corners 
of the opening. This measurement is critical especially if you 
desire optional pedestals for front-load machines.

Left corner __________inches              Right corner __________ inches

Measure the width of the space from any 
obstruction on the left and right side of the dryer.

Top width __________inches               Bottom width __________inches

Measure the depth of the current laundry from the back wall 
to the front of the dryer. This measurement will include the 
open space needed for hoses and venting.

Washer depth __________inches               Dryer depth __________inches

What type of fuel is your dryer?
Please verify if your dryer is gas or electric. 
A gas dryer has a normal 110V/120V outlet. An electric dryer
has a larger outlet with three or four prongs (holes).

        Gas                   Electric - 3 wire                  Electric - 4 wire

If your dryer is electric, is it hard wired?

        Yes               No

Would you like to include a new cord on your order?
Most manufacturers don’t provide cords with electric dryers.
You can purchase a new 220V cord from Warners’ Stellian. 

        Yes                  No
3 Wire 4 Wire

Electric Dryer

110V/120V 
standard outlet

Stainless steel flex gas line

Gas Dryer

Double check. Don’t double pay.
Use this checklist as a guide to measuring the area.

Gas shutoff
current code

A new gas shutoff the valve may need to be 
replaced if it is not up to code. An approved 

shutoff valve can be replaced by our in-house 
plumbing department at extra charge. 

The installation technician will notify you 
if it needs replacing.

Gas shutoff
out of code



How far is the current dryer vent opening to the main duct vent.
Depending on the distance, extended venting may be needed.

________________________inches

Dryers Washers

• Our delivery teams are insured and qualified.

• If requested, our drivers can call you 30 minutes 
    ahead of arrival.

• Both the washer and dryer will be leveled properly.

• Your new washer will be connected and tested if you purchased
    new hoses. If the washer is cold because of weather, 
    we will not be able to test it.

• Your new electric dryer will be connected and tested if
    you purchased a new cord.

• Your new gas dryer will be connected and tested if our optional 
    gas reconnect service is purchased.

Please take a photo of the venting path 
from the dryer vent to the main duct vent.

Arrival of your new washer or dryer
Our delivery teams will ensure your experience was pleasant when your appliances arrive.

Would you like to purchase new hoses? Most washing machines 
do not come with hoses. Steam dryers also do not include hoses. 
Warners’ Stellian can sell you new hoses. Safer braided hoses are 
also available. Warners’ Stellian cannot attach used hoses. 

        Yes                  No

How far is your washer from the water supply line?
Depending on the distance, extended hoses may be needed.

___________________________inches

How far is your washer from the drain?
Depending on the distance, a drain extension may be 
needed.

___________________________inches

Is your laundry area enclosed in a closet-like area?
The doors may restrict the available depth for your new dryer.

        Yes            No

If changing from front load to top load, 
can the washer be on the left side?

        Yes            No

When facing the machines, which side is your washer? 
Most common is for the washer to be on your left. Manufac-
turers produce the machines for this orientation. 
If your machines are the opposite, the doors will open 
inconveniently. It is possible to reverse the dryer door 
of most models and only a few washers. 

        Left                Right

Is your laundry room on an upper floor?
Upper floors can affect balancing and sound transmission. 

        Yes                  No

If you have a gas dryer, do you have a gas-line shutoff?

        Yes                  No

Would you like to have us reconnect your gas line?
Our delivery team is qualified to safely connect to
proper existing gas line for an additional labor fee.

        Yes                  No

Is your vent tube made of metal? A flexible vent tube carries
the hot exhaust from the dryer to outside of the home. 
For safety and liability purposes, Warners’ Stellian insists 
the vent be made of some type of metal. 

        Yes                  No

Does your dryer vent from the side, bottom or back?
Some homes require that the vent tube be routed from 
the side or bottom of the dryer. This requires additional 
procedures that a sales associate can explain and set up.

        Side                Bottom              Back

More Details
Use this section to help figure out placement.

Per Minnesota state code, hammer arrestors are required 
for washer installation. See your sales associate 
for full details and cost.


